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This extraordinary book explains the engine that has catapulted the Internet from backwater to ubiquity—and reveals that it is sputtering precisely because of its runaway success. With the unwitting help of its users, the generative Internet is on a path to a lockdown, ending its cycle of innovation—and facilitating unsettling new kinds of control.



 

IPods, iPhones, Xboxes, and TiVos represent the first wave of Internet-centered products that can’t be easily modified by anyone except their vendors or selected partners. These “tethered appliances” have already been used in remarkable but little-known ways: car GPS systems have been reconfigured at the demand of law enforcement to eavesdrop on the occupants at all times, and digital video recorders have been ordered to self-destruct thanks to a lawsuit against the manufacturer thousands of miles away. New Web 2.0 platforms like Google mash-ups and Facebook are rightly touted—but their applications can be similarly monitored and eliminated from a central source. As tethered appliances and applications eclipse the PC, the very nature of the Internet—its “generativity,” or innovative character—is at risk.

 

The Internet’s current trajectory is one of lost opportunity. Its salvation, Zittrain argues, lies in the hands of its millions of users. Drawing on generative technologies like Wikipedia that have so far survived their own successes, this book shows how to develop new technologies and social structures that allow users to work creatively and collaboratively, participate in solutions, and become true “netizens.”
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Using Event-B for Critical Device Software SystemsSpringer, 2013

	Defining a new development life-cycle methodology, together with a set of associated techniques and tools to develop highly critical systems using formal techniques, this book adopts a rigorous safety assessment approach explored via several layers (from requirements analysis to automatic source code generation).


	This is assessed...
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The Manager's Guide to Effective MeetingsMcGraw-Hill, 2002

	Now translated into 11 languages! This reader-friendly, icon-rich series is must reading for all managers at every level


	All managers, whether brand new to their positions or well established in the corporate heirarchy, can use a little "brushing up" now and then. The skills-based Briefcase Books series is filled...
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Foundations Of Decision-Making Agents: Logic, Probability and ModalityWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008

	This self-contained book provides three fundamental and generic approaches (logical, probabilistic, and modal) to representing and reasoning with agent epistemic states, specifically in the context of decision making. Each of these approaches can be applied to the construction of intelligent software agents for making decisions, thereby...
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Marketing Mistakes and SuccessesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	This best-selling casebook, now in its 11th edition, presents a series of fascinating scenarios that let you learn from some of today’s most prominent business players.  In an engaging, conversational style, Robert Hartley provides detailed analyses of the decisions and practices that led to major marketing wars,...
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Java 2D GraphicsO'Reilly, 1999
One weakness of Java has been its graphics capabilities. Java 1.0  and 1.1 only included simple primitives for line drawing: lines  could only be one pixel wide, they could only be solid, and there  wasn't any good way to draw curves. Font management and color management  were also weak. Java 2D (collectively called the "2D API") signals...
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Guide to the Wiring Regulations: 17th Edition IEE Wiring Regulations (BS 7671:2008)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Guide to the Wiring Regulations    

    17th Edition IEE Wiring Regulations (BS 7671: 2008)    

    

    Darrell Locke IEng MIEE ACIBSE, Electrical Contractors' Association, UK    

    

    Essential for electrical installers and installation...
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